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(Am. Nat., vol. 185, no. 3, p. E70)

Alternative Scaling between Diameter and Metabolic Rate
While we converted diameter (D) to metabolic rate (B) with in our analyses, alternative relationships between2B ∝ D
diameter and metabolic rate have been proposed. Specifically, it has been suggested that the aboveground biomass of
tropical trees is a function of diameter, wood density, and forest type (Chave et al. 2005), while the relationship between
aboveground biomass and metabolic rate is a biphasic mixed-power function (Mori et al. 2010). Here, we demonstrate
that adopting this alternative scaling relationship does not quantitatively change our results.

We compiled species-specific wood densities (wood-specific gravity [WSG]) from previous publications (Reyes et al.
1992; Chave et al. 2009; Zanne et al. 2009; Wright et al. 2010; Swenson et al. 2012). Since WSG information is not
available for every species, we included only communities of tropical forest where no less than 70% of individuals
belonged to species with known WSG to ensure the accuracy of our analysis. This criterion was met by five communities
(Barro Colorado Island, Cocoli, plots 4 and 5 in La Selva, and Luquillo) of all 60 that we examined. Individuals in these
communities for which WSG information was not available were assigned average WSG values across all species in the
WSG compilation.

We obtained the metabolic rate of each individual using the alternative scaling relationships specified in Chave et al.
(2005) and Mori et al. (2010). The maximum entropy theory of ecology (METE) was then applied to each community
following the steps described in “Methods,” and its predictions were compared with the observed values for the
individual size distribution (ISD), the size-density relationship (SDR), and the intraspecific ISD (iISD; figs. B1–B5).
Although the patterns differ slightly in shape with metabolic rates obtained from the alternative method, the explanatory
power of METE for each pattern does not change qualitatively, that is, METE characterizes the ISD with high accuracy
but is unable to explain much variation in the SDR or the iISD regardless of the method used to calculate metabolic rate
(compare figs. B1–B5 with corresponding communities in the supplementary figures).
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Figure B1: Maximum entropy theory of ecology’s (METE’s) predictions plotted against observed values for the species abundance
distribution, which remains unchanged (A); the individual size distribution (ISD; B); the size-density relationship (SDR; C); and the
intraspecific ISD (iISD; D) for Barro Colorado Island. Here, the metabolic rate was obtained with the alternative scaling method, which
slightly changes the shape of the ISD, the SDR, and the iISD without significantly impacting the explanatory power of METE. DBH p
diameter at breast height.
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Figure B2: Maximum entropy theory of ecology’s predictions plotted against observed values for the species abundance distribution (A),
the individual size distribution (ISD; B), the size-density relationship (C), and the intraspecific ISD (iISD; D) for Cocoli, with the alternative
scaling method used for metabolic rate. DBH p diameter at breast height.
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Figure B3: Maximum entropy theory of ecology’s predictions are plotted against observed values for the species abundance distribution
(A), the individual size distribution (ISD; B), the size-density relationship (C), and the intraspecific ISD (iISD; D) for plot 4 in La Selva,
with the alternative scaling method used for metabolic rate. DBH p diameter at breast height.
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Figure B4: Maximum entropy theory of ecology’s predictions plotted against observed values for the species abundance distribution (A),
the individual size distribution (ISD; B), the size-density relationship (C), and the intraspecific ISD (iISD; D) for plot 5 in La Selva, with
the alternative scaling method used for metabolic rate. DBH p diameter at breast height.
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Figure B5: Maximum entropy theory of ecology’s predictions plotted against observed values for the species abundance distribution (A),
the individual size distribution (ISD; B), the size-density relationship (C), and the intraspecific ISD (iISD; D) for Luquillo, with the
alternative scaling method used for metabolic rate. DBH p diameter at breast height.
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